### Field Line

#### Basic Line

**RWS Diabolo Basic**

- The new RWS Diabolo Basic is suitable for any kind of air gun. The precision and short shot accuracy meet all fundamental requirements. Everything at a very attractive price.
- **Available in caliber 4.5 mm**
- **Weight: 0.45 g**
- **500 pcs. tin**

#### Super Point Extra

Thanks to its conical head form, amazing penetration capabilities are realised with the RWS Superpoint Extra. Due to its optimum weight distribution, it also provides exceptional precision.
- **Available in calibers 4.5 mm and 5.5 mm**
- **Weight: 0.45 g and 0.86 g**
- **500 pcs. tin**

#### Super Magnum

With its heavier pellet weight, the RWS Supermag clearly distinguishes itself from all other RWS air pellets. To its particularly well-suited for modern ultra-high power air rifles. Ideal for both Field Target and Practice.
- **Available in caliber 4.5 mm**
- **Weight: 0.60 g**
- **500 pcs. tin**

#### Super Dome

The Superdome has the so-called "English Bulldog" design with a rounded head. The pellet displays the typical quality characteristics of RWS air rifle pellets and has a ribbed skirt. Ideal for both Field Target and Practice.
- **Available in calibers 4.5 mm, 5.5 mm and 6.35 mm**
- **Weight: 0.54 g and 0.94 g**
- **250 pieces and 500 pieces pellet tin**

#### Super Field

The new RWS SUPER FIELD is especially for pre-charged pneumatic air rifles. This heavy air rifle pellet with round head guarantees the usual high RWS quality, precision and performance. Ideal for both Field Target and Practice.
- **Available in calibers 4.5 mm and 5.5 mm**
- **Weight: 0.54 g and 1.03 g**
- **500 pieces tin**

#### Super-H-Point

The RWS Super-H-Point is a Diabolo-design pellet with a hollow point, which is characterised by its quick energy release and a strong deformation. Also suitable for hunting and field target shooting.
- **Available in calibers 4.5 mm, 5.5 mm and 6.35 mm**
- **Weight: 0.45 g and 0.92 g**
- **500 pcs. tin**

#### Diabolo Basic

The new RWS Diabolo Basic is suitable for any kind of air guns. The precision and shot accuracy meet all fundamental requirements. Everything at a very attractive price.
- **Available in caliber 4.5 mm**
- **Weight: 0.45 g**
- **500 pcs. tin**

#### Hypermax

The new RWS HYPERMAX airgun pellets - positioned in the Field Line - impress with up to 25-30% higher velocity, best performance and high accuracy. They are totally lead free and environmentally friendly Field pellet for hunting, for silhouette shooting and also for fishing. The RWS HYPERMAX pellets are suitable for air guns and air pistols.
- **Between 25 to 30% faster than standard pellets depending on the calibre**
- **Conical head design for superior penetration**
- **Technically advanced alloy**
- **Ultra-light**
- **Brilliant high-speed finish**
- **Lead free, environmentally friendly**
- **Very good accuracy**
- **Available in caliber 4.5 mm and 5.5 mm**
- **Weight: 0.34 g and 0.64 g**
- **100 / 80 pieces tin**

**FOR YOUR PERSONAL WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP FEELING**

Success begins with a mindset and with the right ammunition - to pave the way for first class results! As the main sponsor of the 50th ISSF World Championships, RWS is presenting a special edition of its renowned .22lr rimfire cartridges and air rifle pellets - specially selected to give the best performance. For those who want something exceptional!
- **Accurate and powerful round nose and round nose plumb for the ambitious shooter**
- **Clean-cut bullet holes**
- **Tight shot groups**
- **Dynamometrically controlled**
- **Weight: 0.53 g**
- **Cal. .177, Head diameter 4.50 mm**
- **500 pcs. tin**

#### Special Shape, designed for Field Target, hunting & leisure.

- **RWS Super Field Extra**
  - **Available in calibers 4.5 mm / Calibre .177**
  - **100 pieces tin / Calibre .177**

- **RWS Hypermax**
  - **Available in calibers 4.5 mm / Calibre .177**
  - **500 pieces tin / Calibre .177**

#### FOR YOUR PERSONAL WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP FEELING

- **RWS Diabolo Basic**
  - **Available in calibers 4.5 mm / Calibre .177**
  - **500 pieces tin / Calibre .177**

- **RWS Super Magnum**
  - **Available in calibers 4.5 mm / Calibre .177**
  - **500 pieces tin / Calibre .177**

- **RWS Super Field**
  - **Available in calibers 4.5 mm / Calibre .177**
  - **500 pieces tin / Calibre .177**

- **RWS Super-H-Point**
  - **Available in calibers 4.5 mm / Calibre .177**
  - **500 pieces tin / Calibre .177**

- **RWS Hypermax**
  - **Available in calibers 4.5 mm / Calibre .177**
  - **500 pieces tin / Calibre .177**

- **RWS Super Dome**
  - **Available in calibers 4.5 mm / Calibre .177**
  - **500 pieces tin / Calibre .177**

- **RWS Super Field Extra**
  - **Available in calibers 4.5 mm / Calibre .177**
  - **500 pieces tin / Calibre .177**

**Presented by:**

50th ISSF World Shooting Championship, Munich 2010
RWS is an official partner of the National German Shooting Team.

Competitions or in clubs, for training or amateur sport events – RWS air
choice for every kind of application. Whether for shooting in international
Five clearly structured product lines make it easy for you to find the right
comprehensive selection of high-precision pellets for competition and
Both these facts and the innovative package design characterise the RWS
technical advantage.

- In producing Diabolo pellets form the foundation for this impressive
widespread for its excellent quality and technology. Many decades of experience
As a leading supplier of air gun pellets, the RWS brand is famous world-

RWS air gun pellets are characterised by a very careful choice of materi-
als, a special surface finish and optimised weight. This guarantees

Premium Match pellets – superior quality and precision for the top class sport.

RWS 910 MATCH, RWS 910 MATCH PLUS

Following intensive development, RWS has introduced a special central
product for the RWS 910 Match pellets. Individual impacts are due extremely tight production process tolerances, precise shooting tolerances, careful packaging and shooting have led to this new top quality of the RWS 910 Match pellets. High precision manufacturing guarantees absolutely dimensional accuracy with regard to diameter and length, as well as weight.

- Available in calibres 4.5 mm
- Up to four different head diameters
- Weight: 0.45 g and 0.53 g
- 500 pcs. tin or 100 pcs. competition package

RWS HOBBY

The well-balanced quality at a very favourable price, makes the ribbed
rifle standard and thus a further step on the way to the first
choice for every kind of application. Whether for shooting on international competitions or merely in shooting or gunning – RWS air
pellets always guarantee top reliability and precision.

RWS is an official partner of the German Shooting Team.

High-performance Match pellets – Precision for competition and training.

RWS MEISTERKUGELN

RWS Meisterkugeln have been used by ambitious shooters for decades. Accelerated improvements in the production process have further improved their quality. A new composition of material and optimised surface treatment has reduced both the friction and the drag, so that the production process resulted in dimensional and weight accuracy that is subject to continuous quality checks.

- Available in calibres 4.5 mm and 5.5 mm
- Up to three different head diameters
- Weight: 0.45 g, 0.53 g and 0.91 g
- Up to three different head diameters
- 500 pcs. tin or 100 pcs. competition package

RWS CLUB

Reliable training pellets - excellent value for money.

RWS CLUB

The lightest type of smooth pellet helps the shooter to achieve excel-
ential results. The light weight design guarantees increased residency

- Available in calibres 4.5 mm in 500 pcs. tin
- Weight: 0.45 g

RWS MATCH

The Match pellet for multi-shot air pistols. They are characterised by their totally reliable function, especially in CO2

- Available in calibres 4.5 mm in 500 pcs tin
- Weight: 0.45 g

RWS DIABOLO BÁSIC

The Meisterkugel for multi-shot air pistols. They are characterised by their totally reliable function, especially in CO2

- Available in calibres 4.5 mm in 500 pcs. tin
- Weight: 0.45 g

RWS CLUB

For training purposes for the RWS R 10 Match pellets. Selected material quality,

- Available in calibres 4.5 mm and 5.5 mm
- Up to three different head diameters
- Weight: 0.45 g to 0.53 g and 0.91 g
- 250 pcs. tin and 100 pcs. tin

RWS MEISTERKUGELN

The Match pellet for multi-shot air pistols. They are characterised by their totally reliable function, especially in CO2

- Available in calibres 4.5 mm
- Weight: 0.45 g
- Available in calibres 4.5 mm in 500 pcs. tin

RWS SPORTLINE

Reliable training pellets - excellent value for money.

RWS CLUB

The lightest type of smooth pellet helps the shooter to achieve excel-
ential results. The light weight design guarantees increased residency

- Available in calibres 4.5 mm in 500 pcs. tin
- Weight: 0.45 g

RWS MEISTERKUGELN

The Match pellet for multi-shot air pistols. They are characterised by their totally reliable function, especially in CO2

- Available in calibres 4.5 mm in 500 pcs tin
- Weight: 0.45 g

RWS CLUB

The lightest type of smooth pellet helps the shooter to achieve excel-
ential results. The light weight design guarantees increased residency

- Available in calibres 4.5 mm in 500 pcs. tin
- Weight: 0.45 g

RWS HOBBY

The well-balanced quality at a very favourable price, makes the ribbed
rifle standard and thus a further step on the way to the first
choice for every kind of application. Whether for shooting on international competitions or merely in shooting or gunning – RWS air
pellets always guarantee top reliability and precision.

RWS is an official partner of the German Shooting Team.

Hotline: 00800 3700 7000 (free of charge) / Fax: 089 798 73 063

www.rws-ammunition.com